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Introduction

Implementation & Datasets

Image segmentation based on convolutional neural networks is
proving to be powerful for medical applications. However this feld
faces several challenges: lack of annotated data, presence of
artifacts and variability in appearance, which can result in
inconsistencies during the inference.
We choose to take advantage of the invariant nature of anatomical
structures, by enforcing a semantic constraint to improve the
robustness of the segmentation. This criteria is introduced during the
training through an original penalization loss named NonAdjLoss.

Global loss function composed of weighted cross-entropy, dice loss, NonAdjLoss and
optimized with SGD. Elastic deformation is performed for data augmentation.

Methods

Results

Brain-region segmentation from T1-weighted MR images annotated by experts :

(a) 2.5D encoder-decoder architecture
The adjacency graph of a segmentation map is defned as a graph
where each label of the map is a vertex and where edges are
weighted by the number of voxels joining two regions :

is the Kronecker delta and

is a neighborhood

(c) Segmentation maps of one patient for : ground truth, model without loss, model
with NonAdjLoss (from left to right).

Integrate the constraint into the optimization problem :

is the segmentation dataset and

(b) Binary adjacency matrices : ground truth, after training without constraint, after
training with NonAdjLoss, after semi-supervised training (from left to right).

the NonAdjLoss dataset
(d) MSD is the mean surface distance. All the metrics are averaged over the test
dataset. Our loss(n) = NonAdjLoss(n), where n is the number of images used for the
semi-supervised training. (average ± standard deviation).

We defne the adjacency loss as a measure of label connectivity :

Conclusion
Novel loss constraint based on a label connectivity prior. Can be applied to any image
segmentation problem where invariance in the label space is ensured, without
needing to modify the network’s architecture.

( When

)

Enforcing the adjacency loss does not require ground truth, thus
optimization can be extended to a semi-supervised setting.

While no segmentation quality measure was impaired, the Hausdorff and MSD were
clearly improved. The higher the number of labels, the more constrained the problem is,
which leads to a potentially better effciency of the method.
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